Design of a uniform-illumination two-dimensional waveguide head-up display with thin plate compensator.
Nonuniform illumination is one of the factors in degrading image performance of geometrical waveguide-based head-up display. The two-dimensional (2-D) waveguide expanding the exit pupil along two orthogonal directions makes illumination uniformization more intractable. To solve this problem, the reasons for nonuniform illumination in 2-D geometrical waveguide were probed and a novel waveguide structure incorporating illumination compensator was proposed. A bilayer illumination compensator was first presented to change the period of rays propagating in waveguide to improve the inter-pupil illumination uniformity and inter-field illumination uniformity. Then optimized coating design for different partially reflective mirrors in horizontal waveguide and the vertical one allowed further improvement of these two kinds of illumination uniformity, raising both up to 70%. A matched catadioptric projection optics using freeform surface was designed and integrated with the resultant 2-D geometrical waveguide, achieving a head-up display with an eye relief of 400 mm, an eyebox of 80 mm × 80 mm and a field of 24° × 15°. A prototype of the proposed 2-D geometrical waveguide display was developed and demonstrated.